Hanshin Electric Railway’s Economical Tickets

Tickets best suited for sightseeing and business are now available.

Go out with convenient and money-saving tickets!

KIX

A convenient and money-saving one-way ticket for those traveling from Hanshin Line stations to Kansai International Airport.

Kanku Access Ticket (Hanshin version)

Sale period: On Sale Now to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)
Valid period: Any single day until April 30, 2020 (Thursday)
Price: 1,150 yen (adult fare only)

Valid section
Hanshin Electric Railway: From any station (except Kobe Koike Line) to Osaka-Namba Station
Nankai Electric Railway: From Namba Station to Kansai Airport Station

Sales locations
Stationmaster’s office in Osaka-Umeda, Amagasaki, Koshien, Mikage and Kobe-Sannomiya and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)

*This ticket cannot be used for travel from Kansai International Airport to any station on Hanshin Electric Railway Line. Please purchase Kobe Access Ticket issued by Nankai Electric Railway.

Keihan

This ticket is very economical and convenient for those who visit Keihan only for leisure but also for business.

Hankyu-Hanshin One-Day Pass

Sale period: On Sale Now to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)
Valid period: Any single day during the sale period
Price: Adult: 1,200 yen
Child: 600 yen

Valid section
Hanshin Electric Railway: All Lines
Hankyu Railway: All Lines
Kobe Koike Line: All Lines (including Nishinomiya and Minato City stations)

Sales locations
Stationmaster’s office in Osaka-Umeda, Amagasaki, Koshien, Mikage, Kobe-Sannomiya and Shin-koen stations, ticket gates at each station
Osaka-Namba Station (adult pass only, available at East Limited Express Ticket Counter), and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)

*Except Nishinomiya and Minato stations and during the absence of station clerks
**Nara & Ikaruga One-Day Ticket (Hanshin version) (Kobe Kosoku version)**

**Sale period:** On Sale Now to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)

**Valid period:** Any single day until April 30, 2020 (Thursday)

**Price**
- Hanshin version: 1,850 yen (adult fare only)
- Kobe Kosoku version: 2,060 yen (adult fare only)

**Discount coupons for admission to temples and shrines are included.**

**Valid section**
- Hanshin Electric Railway: All lines (except Kobe Kosoku Line)
- Kintetsu Railway: Nara Line (between Osaka-Namba and Nara Stations), Kintetsu lines (between Nara and紙田間 stations), part of Kobe Line and Kintetsu lines (between Kinto and Osaka-Namba stations)

**Sales locations**
- Hanshin: Hanshin Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)
- Kintetsu: Kintetsu Railway Office in Osaka-Umeda, Namba, Kashiwara, and Nara

**Kobe Kosoku version**
- Aforementioned valid sections of the Hanshin version and all lines on Kobe Kosoku Line (including Hankyu Kobe-Sannomiya, Nishinomiya, and Minatojima stations)

**Asuka**
Asuka is a place surrounded by ancient history, where valuable historical monuments are being discovered. Why not visit Asuka, full of romantic ancient history?

**Kodai Roman Asuka One-Day Ticket (Hanshin Line version)**

**Sale period:** On Sale Now to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)

**Valid period:** Any single day until April 30, 2020 (Thursday)

**Price**
- 1,850 yen (adult fare only)

**Valid section**
- Hanshin Electric Railway: All lines (except Kobe Kosoku Line)
- Kintetsu Railway: Between Osaka-Namba and Tsuyazaki or Osaka-Kansai stations, Yamato-Yaigo to Kashihara, and to Tsujikajaya and Yamato-Yaigo to Sakurai stations

**Sales locations**
- Hanshin Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)

**Nadagoogo Brewery Sightsighting One-day Ticket**

**Sale period:** On Sale Now to May 10, 2020 (Sunday)

**Valid period:** Any single day during the sale period

**Price**
- 900 yen (adult fare only)

**Valid section**
- Hanshin Electric Railway: All lines
- Kobe Kosoku Line: All lines (including Nishinomiya and Minatojima stations)

**Sales locations**
- Stationmaster’s office in Osaka-Umeda, Amagasaki, Koshien, Mikage, Kobe-Sannomiya stations, and Shinshidai

**Koya san**
A convenient ticket for exploring areas along the Hanshin lines and the Kobe Kosoku Line. Visit Nadesago, Japan’s number one sake-producing region!

**Koyasan One-Day Ticket (Hanshin version) (Kobe Kosoku version)**

**Sale period:** On Sale Now to November 30, 2019 (Saturday)

**Valid period:** Any single day during the sale period

**Price**
- Hanshin version: 2,980 yen (adult fare only)
- Kobe Kosoku version: 3,090 yen (adult fare only)

**Valid section**
- Hanshin Electric Railway: All lines (except Kobe Kosoku Line)
- Nankai Electric Railway: Koya Line (between Namba and Koya stations; between Shini and Kishinomata-Tamade stations)
- Nankai Kinkan Bus: All routes in Koyasan (except Tateri and Koya Ryokan lines)

**Sales locations**
- Stationmaster’s office in Osaka-Umeda, Amagasaki, Koshien, Mikage, and Kobe-Sannomiya stations, temple gates at each station, and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)

**Discount coupons for admission to temples and facilities are included.**

**Rokkosan**
Discount ticket for train, bus, cable car, and ropeway to Mt. Rokko and Mt. Maya.

**Rokko & Maya Leisure Ticket (Hanshin version)**

**Sale period:** On Sale Now to November 30, 2019 (Saturday)

**Valid period:** Any single day during the sale period

**Price**
- Adult: 1,900 yen
- Child: 950 yen

**Valid section**
- Hanshin Electric Railway: Round trip between any stations (except Kobe Kosoku Line) and Mikage or Kobe-Sannomiya stations
- Kobe City Bus: Round trip on Route 16 (between Kansai Mikage and Rokko Cable Shita)
- Round trip on Route 18 (between Sannomiya Terminal Mae and Maya Cable Shita)
- Round trip on Route 2 (between Chuketsu and Kansai Terminal Mae)
- Rokko Cable Car: Round trip between Rokko Cable Shita and Rokko Sanjo
- Round trip on Maya Vinefin (Maya Cable and Maya Ropeway)
- Rokko Sanjo Bus: All routes (board and disembark freely)
- Rokko & Maya Sky Shuttle Bus: Between Rokko Cable Sanjo and Maya Ropeway Sanjo (board and disembark freely)

**Sales locations**
- Hanshin Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)

**Arima & Rokko**
Enjoy travelling to the Arima and Rokko areas, two of the largest sightseeing spots in Kansai! A complementary sightseeing ticket for Koya-ju or Gokuraku-ji at the Arima Onsen hot springs, and a discount ticket that can be used at facilities in Arima and Rokko.

**Arima & Rokko One-Day Excursion Pass (Hanshin version)**

**Sale period:** On Sale Now to December 22, 2019 (Sunday)

**Valid period:** Any single day during the sale period

**Price**
- 2,460 yen (adult fare only)

**Valid section**
- Hanshin Electric Railway: All lines (except Kobe Kosoku Line)
- Kobe Municipal Subway: Between Sannomiya and Shin-Kobe stations
- Hankyu Rokko Railway: Between Shin-Kobe and Tanigami stations
- Hanshin Electric Railway: Between Tanigami and Arima Onsen stations
- Hankyu Railway: Between Kobe-Sannomiya and Rokko stations
- Rokko-Arima Ropeway: Between Arima Onsen and Rokko Sanjo stations
- Rokko Sanjo Bus: Between Ropeway Sancho and Rokko Cable Sanjo stations
- Rokko Cable Car: Between Rokko Sanjo and Rokko Cable Shita stations

**Sales locations**
- Hanshin Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)

**A complimentary sightseeing ticket for Koya-ju or Gokuraku-ji at Arima Onsen is attached.**

**Koyasan**
A value ticket for enjoying Koyasan, a World Heritage site, that also includes discounts and other benefits for sightseeing, souvenir shopping, and dining.
Weekend & Holiday Kobe Ticket
(Saturday/Sunday/Holiday Kobe Kosoku Line Round-Trip Discount Ticket) (Hanshin version)

**Sale period**
Only on sale on weekends and public holidays
(First train—23:00)

**Valid period**
Day of purchase only

**Price**
- (1) 300 yen: Between Osaka, Nishinomiya, Iwaya, or Kasugamichi stations and Nishi-Motomachi, Kosoku-Kobe, Shinkachi, or Minato-gawa stations
- (2) 350 yen: Between Osaka, Nishinomiya, Iwaya, or Kasugamichi stations and Daikai, Kosoku-Nagata, or Nishidai stations
- (3) 400 yen: Between Uozumi, Sumiyoshi, Mikage, Ishiyagawa, or Shinkachi stations and Nishi-Motomachi, Kosoku-Kobe, Shinkachi, or Minato-gawa stations
- (4) 450 yen: Between Uozumi, Sumiyoshi, Mikage, Ishiyagawa, or Shinkachi stations and Daikai, Kosoku-Nagata, or Nishidai stations
- (5) 500 yen: Between Ashiya, Fukura, or Otai stations and Nishi-Motomachi, Kosoku-Kobe, Shinkachi, or Minato-gawa stations
- (6) 550 yen: Between Ashiya, Fukura, or Otai stations and Daikai, Kosoku-Nagata, or Nishidai stations
  *All fares adult only

**Valid section**
One round trip between station of purchase and designated station

**Sales locations**
Ticket machines at stations between Ashiya and Kasugamichi stations, and between Nishi-Motomachi and Kosoku-Nagata stations
(Not sold at Kobe-Sannomiya, Motomachi, Nishidai and Minato-gawa stations)

---

Akashi

This one-day unlimited ride ticket is very economical and convenient for those who visit Akashi city (up to Nishitamurazuma station).

Sannomiya-Akashi City One-Day Ticket
Hanshin-Akashi City One-Day Ticket

**Sale period**
On Sale Now to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)

**Valid period**
Any single day until April 30, 2020 (Thursday)

**Price**
- Sannomiya and Akashi: 1,000 yen (adult fare only)
- Hanshin and Akashi: 1,500 yen (adult fare only)

**Valid section**
Sannomiya and Akashi: Kobe Kosoku Line: All Lines (including Hanshin Kobe-Sannomiya, Hankyu Kobe-Sannomiya and Minato-gawa stations)
Sanyo Electric Railway: Between Nishidai and Nishitamura stations
Hanshin and Akashi: Hanshin Electric Railway: All Lines
Kobe Kosoku Line: Between Motomachi and Nishidai stations
Sanyo Electric Railway: Between Nishidai and Nishitamura stations

**Sales locations**
Sannomiya and Akashi: Stationsmaster's office in Kobe-Sannomiya and Shinkachi stations, ticket gates at Nishi-Motomachi, Kosoku-Kobe, Shinkachi, Daikai and Kosoku-Aigata stations, and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)
*Except during the absence of station clerks
Hanshin and Akashi: Stationsmaster's office in Osaka-Umeda, Amagasaki, Koshibe, Mikage, Kobe-Sannomiya and Shinkachi stations, Osaka-Namba Station (East Limited Express Ticket Counter) and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)

---

Himeji

This one-day unlimited ride ticket between Hanshin Osaka-Umeda Station or Osaka-Namba Station and Sanyo Himeji Station is very economical and convenient.

Hanshin & Sanyo Seaside One-Day Ticket

**Sale period**
On Sale Now to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)

**Valid period**
Any single day until April 30, 2020 (Thursday)

**Price**
2,000 yen (adult fare only)

**Valid section**
Hanshin Electric Railway: All Lines
Kobe Kosoku Line: Between Motomachi and Nishidai stations
Sanyo Electric Railway: All Lines

**Sales locations**
Stationsmaster's office in Osaka-Umeda, Amagasaki, Koshibe, Mikage, Kobe-Sannomiya and Shinkachi stations, ticket gates at each station, Osaka-Namba Station (East Limited Express Ticket Counter) and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)
*Except Kobe Kosoku Line stations and during the absence of station clerks

---

Kobe

With the sightseeing Kobe Gaiyukan coupon attached, this one-day unlimited ride ticket is very economical to travel around Kobe.

Kobe Machimeguri One-Day Coupon
Autumn & Winter version (Kobe area version) (Hanshin extended version)

**Sale period**
October 1, 2019 (Tuesday) to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)

**Valid period**
Any single day during the sale period

**Price**
- Kobe area version: 950 yen (adult fare only)
- Hanshin extended version: 1,580 yen (adult fare only)

**Valid section**
Kobe area version: Kobe Kosoku Line: All Lines (including Hanshin Kobe-Sannomiya, Hankyu Kobe-Sannomiya, Nishidai and Minato-gawa stations)
Kobe Municipal Subway: Seishin-yamate Line (between Shinkobe and Shinagawa stations), Kajira Line (between Hanshin-Sannomiya Hanadokomae and Shinagawa stations)
Kobe New Transit: Port Liner Line
Hanshin extended version: Aforementioned valid sections of the Kobe area version plus all lines of Hanshin Electric Railway

**Sales locations**
Kobe area version: Stationsmaster's office in Kobe-Sannomiya and Shinkachi stations and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)
Hanshin extended version: Stationsmaster's office in Osaka-Umeda, Amagasaki, Koshibe, Mikage and Kobe-Sannomiya stations, Osaka-Namba Station (East Limited Express Ticket Counter) and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)

---

Tarumi and Maiko

This ticket is very convenient for those who visit Tarumi (including Marine Pia Kobe) and Maiko (including Akashi Kaikyo Bridge).

Tarumi & Maiko One-Day Ticket
Sannomiya version (Hanshin version)

**Sale period**
On Sale Now to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)

**Valid period**
Any single day until April 30, 2020 (Thursday)

**Price**
Sannomiya version: 800 yen (adult fare only)
Hanshin version: 1,300 yen (adult fare only)

**Valid section**
Sannomiya version: Kobe Kosoku Line: All Lines (including Hanshin Kobe-Sannomiya, Hankyu Kobe-Sannomiya and Minato-gawa stations)
Sanyo Electric Railway: Between Nishidai and Nishitamura stations
Sanyo Bus: All routes (except Kobe City buses in jointly operated routes, Futami routes, Akashi Municipal Community Bus routes, Route 60-69 in Akashi city and highway buses)
Hanshin version: Hanshin Electric Railway: All Lines
Kobe Kosoku Line: Between Motomachi and Nishidai stations
Sanyo Electric Railway: Between Nishidai and Nishitamura stations
Sanyo Bus: All routes (except Kobe City buses in jointly operated routes, Futami routes, routes of Akashi Municipal Community Bus, Route 60-69 in Akashi city and highway buses)

**Sales locations**
Sannomiya version: Stationsmaster's office in Kobe-Sannomiya and Shinkachi stations, ticket gates at Nishi-Motomachi, Kosoku-Kobe, Shinkachi, Daikai and Kosoku-Aigata stations, and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)
*Except during the absence of station clerks
Hanshin version: Stationsmaster's office in Osaka-Umeda, Amagasaki, Koshibe, Mikage, Kobe-Sannomiya and Shinkachi stations, Osaka-Namba Station (East Limited Express Ticket Counter) and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)

---

Himeji

This ticket is very convenient for those who visit Himeji from Sannomiya.

Sannomiya-Himeji One-Day Ticket

**Sale period**
On Sale Now to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)

**Valid period**
Any single day until April 30, 2020 (Thursday)

**Price**
1,400 yen (adult fare only)

**Valid section**
Kobe Kosoku Line: All Lines (including Hanshin Kobe-Sannomiya, Hankyu Kobe-Sannomiya and Minato-gawa stations)
Sanyo Electric Railway: All Lines

**Sales locations**
Stationsmaster's office in Kobe-Sannomiya and Shinkachi stations, ticket gates at Nishi-Motomachi, Kosoku-Kobe, Shinkachi, Daikai and Kosoku-Aigata stations, and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)
*Except during the absence of station clerks
### Osaka Kaiyu Ticket (Hanshin version)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sale period</th>
<th>On Sale Now to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valid period</td>
<td>Any single day until April 30, 2020 (Thursday) (Please be aware of the aquarium’s closed days)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Price | Adult: 3,050 yen (high school student or older)  
Child: 1,610 yen (elementary school student)  
**Valid section**  
Hanshin Electric Railway: All lines (except Kobe Koshoku Line)  
Osaka Metro: All lines  
*Includes admission to the Osaka Aquarium Kaiyukan*
| Sales locations |  
Stationmaster’s office in Osaka-Umeda, Amagasaki, Koshien, Mikage and Kobe-Sannomiya stations, Kobo station and Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)  
*Except during the absence of station clerks*

**Osaka Amazing Pass (Osaka area version)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sale period</th>
<th>On Sale Now to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Valid period</td>
<td>Any single day until April 30, 2020 (Thursday)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Price | Osaka area version: 2,700 yen (adult fare only)  
Hanshin extended version: 3,100 yen (adult fare only)  
**Valid section**  
Hanshin Electric Railway: Between Osaka-Umeda and Amagasaki stations; between Osaka-Namba and Amagasaki stations  
Osaka Metro: All lines  
Hanshin Railway: Between Osaka-Umeda and Kansai Airport, Minami-Awaji and Shima-shi and Tenri Shockauchi-i-Otsu stations  
Kintetsu Railway: Between Osaka-Namba and Imazato stations; between Osaka-Abeno and Yata stations  
Kohan Electric Railway: Between Yotsuya-bashi and Sembayashi stations; between Nakanoshima and Temmachibashi stations  
Hanshin extended version:  
Atosho, Shinkan station and Otsu stations  
Kobo station and Koshien stations  
Hanshin Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)  
*Except during the absence of station clerks*
| Sales locations | Osaka area version  
Hanshin Electric Railway: Between Osaka-Umeda and Amagasaki stations; between Osaka-Namba and Amagasaki stations; between Sakuragawa and Dekijima stations  
Hanshin extended version:  
Atosho, Shinkan stations  
Kobo station and Koshien stations  
Kohan Electric Railway Service Center (Kobe-Sannomiya)  
*Except during the absence of station clerks*

### Arima Onsen Taiko-No-Yu Coupon (Hanshin version)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sale period</th>
<th>On Sale Now to March 31, 2020 (Tuesday)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Valid period | Any single day during the sale period  
*Except Sundays, public holidays, closed days (January 8, 2020), and New Year (January 1-3, 2020)* |
| Price | Hanshin version: 2,750 yen (adult fare only)  
Kobo Koshoku version: 2,400 yen (adult fare only)  
*Including the admission fee for Arima Onsen Taiko-No-Yu  
Including bathing tax*
| Valid section |  
Hanshin Electric Railway: Between any station on Hanshin Electric Railway Line and Arima Onsen  
Kobo Koshoku version: Between any station on Kobo Electric Railway Line  
*Including Hanshin Kobo-Sannomiya, Hanshin Kobo-Sannomiya and Nobukawa stations  
And Arima Onsen on Kobo Electric Railway Line (via Shinkansen station on Kobo Line)*
| Sales locations |  
Hanshin Electric Railway: Between any station on Hanshin Electric Railway Line and Arima Onsen  
Kobo Koshoku version: Between any station on Kobo Electric Railway Line  
*Including Hanshin Kobo-Sannomiya, Hanshin Kobo-Sannomiya and Nobukawa stations  
And Arima Onsen on Kobo Electric Railway Line (via Shinkansen station on Kobo Line)*

---

### In addition to tickets presented here, various limited-time tickets will be also sold.

Refunds are accepted during the valid period at the sales location you purchased the ticket, only when it is unused. (Handling charge required)

*Please note  
Those who wish to make use of a one-day ticket from stations where it cannot be purchased should first buy a ticket to the nearest station at which it is on sale. We will refund any amount incurred traveling within the valid area.